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1 Introduction

Firms have uncertainty about current and future realizations of demand, costs, market regulations,

and/or the behavior of competitors. They may learn about these elements over time, and this learn-

ing process can have substantial implications for their profits and market effi ciency. For example,

firms may gather better information and use it in their pricing, entry, and investment strategies to

improve their profits and the probability of survival in the market. In today’s economies, big data

and learning algorithms are becoming important inputs in many industries.1

The assumption of rational expectations has been the status quo to represent agents’beliefs

in many areas in economics, and in particular in industrial organization. Rational equilibrium

models of competition incorporate two basic assumptions: Firms form beliefs about uncertain

demand, costs, and the behavior of competitors, and given their beliefs the firms maximize expected

profits; and firms’beliefs coincide with the actual probability distribution of demand, costs, and

competitors’behavior, i.e., rational equilibrium beliefs.

The assumption of rational expectations has the attractive feature that beliefs are endogenously

determined in the equilibrium of the model. It also provides econometric identification of belief

functions. Nevertheless, this assumption is frequently criticized for ignoring that information ac-

quisition and processing is costly (e.g., Pesaran, 1987; Manski, 2004). In reality, firms often face

significant uncertainty about their rivals’strategies. Firms are different in their ability for collect-

ing and processing information — for similar reasons as they are heterogeneous in their costs of

producing goods. As a result, firms are also heterogeneous in their degree of uncertainty and in

their speed of learning.

The importance of firms’ heterogeneous expectations and the implications for firms’ perfor-

mance and market outcomes have been long recognized in economics, at least since the work of

Simon (1958, 1959) and his debate with Muth (1961) on the relative merits of adaptive/behavioral

expectations versus rational expectations. However, it has not been until recently that this be-

havioral approach has received substantial attention in structural models in empirical industrial

1Bajari et al. (2018) study the impact of big data on firm performance by examining how the amount of data
affects the accuracy of retail product forecasts. Their results show that increases in the time dimension of the data
(T) improve demand forecasts, though with diminishing returns to scale. In contrast, increases in the number of
products in the data (N) do not generate significant improvements in demand forecasts, which is a surprising and
controversial result. They also report that the firm’s overall forecast performance — controlling for N and T —has
improved over time as the result of better models and methods.
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organization. Part of the reason is that the joint identification of firms’ beliefs and structural

parameters in payoffs is more challenging when we relax the assumption of rational expectations.

Nevertheless, the combination of better data, identification strategies, and econometric techniques

has made possible the recent developments in structural models of competition with boundedly

rational firms.

An active research area in economics has consisted in modeling firms’beliefs —allowing for their

endogeneity but relaxing the assumption of rational expectations. A goal in this literature is to

develop useful models that allow for heterogeneity in firms’information and that incorporate the

process through which firms acquire knowledge about the environment by searching and processing

information and ultimately learning.

In industrial organization —based on the seminal work of Jovanovic (1982) — there has been

work in the development of theoretical models of industry dynamics with Bayesian learning. Macro-

economists have incorporated Bayesian learning (e.g., Evans and Ramey, 1992) and adaptive learn-

ing (e.g., Sargent, 1993, and Evans and Honkapohja, 2001, 2012) in dynamic general equilibrium

models, and have established conditions for convergence to a rational expectations equilibrium

(e.g., Marcet and Sargent, 1989a, 1989b). In experimental economics, there is evidence on play-

ers’non-equilibrium beliefs from games played in laboratory experiments (e.g., Van Huyck et al.,

1990; Heinemann et al., 2009). Behavioral and experimental economists have also developed non-

equilibrium models of endogenous beliefs (e.g., the Cognitive Hierarchy model by Camerer et al.,

2004, and the Level-k rationality model by Costa-Gomes and Crawford, 2006, and Crawford and

Iriberri, 2007) and learning in games (e.g., experience-weighted attraction learning by Camerer and

Ho, 1999), and they have estimated structurally these models using data from laboratory experi-

ments. In microeconometrics, there is a large body of work on measuring expectations and using

expectations data to relax or validate assumptions about beliefs (Guiso and Parigi, 1999; Manski,

2004, 2018; Pesaran and Weale, 2006; Bover, 2015).

Building on these literatures, there has been an increasing interest in empirical industrial or-

ganization in the development and estimation of structural models of market competition where

firms have non-equilibrium beliefs and try to learn over time, with potentially different degrees of

success. Motivated by this interest, there has been also work in the econometrics of games and on

the identification of beliefs and payoffs in non-equilibrium models. This paper reviews this recent
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literature.

In the context of games, firms’learning is related to the game’s information structure and how

this structure evolves over time. In games with learning, biased beliefs can evolve endogenously to

become equilibrium beliefs, and an incomplete information environment may converge to complete

information. Learning is also related to multiplicity of equilibria in games. In a model of com-

petition with multiple equilibria, firms are engaged in an adaptive process where they learn how

to play an equilibrium of the game (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998; Fershtman and Pakes, 2012).

The specification of a learning process can allow researchers to identify an equilibrium selection

mechanism, and this can be an attractive solution to deal with the problem of multiple equilibria

in comparative statics exercises using these models (Lee and Pakes, 2009).

In the learning literature that we review in this paper, agents (firms) know the model that

describes the environment but they have uncertainty about some elements of this environment.

Agents may learn over time about these elements when new information arrives. This type of

model contrasts with the approach in evolutionary game theory to represent learning (Samuelson,

1998). Models in evolutionary game theory do not assume that players know the nature of the

game, or even that they know that they are playing a game. These models do not specify any

particular element that is the object of agents’learning. Instead, evolutionary games in economics

consider that agents’actions (strategies) are driven by imitation, either of other agents or of their

own behavior in situations that they perceive as similar. Though our paper does not review this

important literature, in section 2.2, we discuss the relationship between reinforcement learning

algorithms and the concept of learning in evolutionary games.

The theoretical and empirical literature on firms’ learning is large and spreads over multiple

areas in economics. In this paper, we focus on a specific part of this literature that deals with empir-

ical applications of structural games of oligopoly competition that allow for firms’non-equilibrium

beliefs.

There are several recent surveys that cover related topics but with different emphases. Heidhues

and Köszegi (2018) provide an excellent survey on behavioral industrial organization with special

emphasis on models of consumer demand (see their section 6 that covers supply models). Crawford

et al. (2013) review the theoretical and empirical literature of structural models of non-equilibrium

strategic thinking in experimental economics, with a focus on evidence from laboratory experiments,
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but with some discussion of the more scarce evidence from field data. Ching et al. (2017) review the

marketing literature on dynamic structural models with Bayesian learning that has concentrated

on consumer demand but has some applications to firms’learning (see their section 4). Goldfarb et

al. (2012) provide a brief discussion of recent empirical applications of structural non-equilibrium

games. Borkovsky et al. (2015) examine several methodological topics in empirical games of

oligopoly competition, including firms’biased beliefs and learning.

Beyond the topic of biased beliefs and learning, there is a growing interest in empirical research

on structural behavioral models. The recent survey by DellaVigna (2018) provides an excellent

review of this literature that includes important methodological aspects on modelling, identification,

estimation, and sensitivity analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a model of competition with

firms’learning that incorporates the main features in the empirical applications that we cover in

this paper. In section 3, we discuss different types of data and identification strategies. Section 4

reviews recent empirical applications. We conclude in section 5.

2 Model

In this section we present a framework of firm behavior under uncertainty that incorporates the

main features of recent empirical applications on firms’non-equilibrium beliefs and learning. We

use this framework to define different types of uncertainty —e.g., on exogenous variables and on

the endogenous strategies of competitors —and to introduce different assumptions on firms’beliefs

and learning.

The model that we present here is dynamic, in discrete time, and with an infinite horizon,

although our discussion of empirical applications in section 4 also includes static games. We can

see static games as a particular case of our framework when firms have zero discount factors.

We start with a dynamic model for a single firm in a monopolistic market. Then, we extend the

model to a dynamic oligopoly framework. This framework follows the dynamic game of oligopoly

competition in the seminal work by Ericson and Pakes (1995), and in subsequent extensions of this

framework that incorporate asymmetric information (Aguirregabiria and Mira, 2007, Doraszelski

and Satterthwaite, 2010, and Fershtman and Pakes, 2012).
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2.1 A model for a single firm

Consider a monopolistic firm that makes an investment decision at ∈ A at each period t ∈ {1, 2, ...}

to maximize its expected and discounted intertemporal profit, or value. The per-period profit

function is π(at, kt, zt) where kt is the capital stock, and zt is a vector of exogenous state variables

that affect demand and costs. The firm has uncertainty about future realizations of the capital

stock and of the exogenous state variables.2 We assume that capital stock follows a controlled

Markov process with transition probability function pk(kt+1|at, kt). The vector of state variables zt

follows an exogenous Markov process with transition probability function pz(zt+1|zt). For notational

convenience, we use vector xt to represent all the state variables —xt ≡ (kt, zt) —and we use function

px(xt+1|at,xt) to represent the true transition probability that governs the evolution of all the state

variables: px(xt+1|at,xt) ≡ pk(kt+1|at, kt) pz(zt+1|zt).

The firm’s belief about the evolution of the state variables can be different from the true

transition probability. Let bHt(xt+1|at,xt) be the function that represents the firm’s belief at period

t about the transition of the state variables. This is a transition probability function with arguments

(xt+1|at,xt). The belief function is indexed by Ht, which represents the history of past decisions

and state variables, Ht ≡ {as−1,xs : s ≤ t}. The shape of the belief function can be updated as

the information set Ht evolves over time according to its transition rule, Ht+1 = Ht ∪ {at,xt+1}.

The nature of this belief updating depends on the particular model of learning. We describe below

different learning models.

In principle, the firm’s uncertainty might include its own investment behavior in the future. The

standard assumption is that the firm believes that, at any period t+ s in the future, it will choose

investment at+s to maximize its value given information Ht+s, i.e., at+s = α∗Ht+s(xt+s) for any

s ≥ 0, where α∗H(x) represents the optimal decision rule given information H. Similarly, VHt(xt)

is the value of the firm at period t given current information and beliefs and under the condition

that the firm maximizes expected profits forever in the future. For the sake of simplicity, we adopt

the notation bt(xt+1|at,xt), α∗t (xt), Vt(xt) to represent belief functions, optimal decision rules, and

value functions, respectively; but the reader should keep in mind that the time subindex represents

2Uncertainty about the next period capital stock can be associated with stochastic depreciation or with randomness
in the transformation of current investment into next period productive capital. For instance, capital can follow the
transition rule kt+1 = (1 − δt+1)kt + γt+1 at, where δt+1 and γt+1 are independently and identically distributed
random variables that are unknown to the firm at period t.
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the information set Ht. By Bellman’s principle, the value of the firm can be represented recursively

as:

Vt(xt) = max
at∈A

{
π(at,xt) + β

∫
Vt+1(xt+1) bt(xt+1|at,xt) dxt+1

}
(1)

The optimal decision rule, α∗t (xt), is the arg-max operator of the expression in brackets {.}.

To complete the model, we need to make assumptions about the evolution of the belief function

over time. We describe here some of the approaches in the literature that have been most commonly

used to model beliefs in single-agent models.

(i) Rational expectations. The belief function is the actual probability distribution of the state

variables. At every period t, bt(xt+1|at,xt) = px(xt+1|at,xt). That is, at every period t the firm’s

information set includes the true transition probability of the state variables.

(ii) Bayesian learning. At the initial period, t = 0, the firm has a prior belief function b0(x1|a0,x0)

that is exogenous. We describe this prior as a mixture over a collection of L transition probabilities

P ≡ {ψ`(xt+1|at,xt) : ` = 1, 2, ..., L}. That is, b0(x1|a0,x0) =
∑L
`=1 λ

(0)
` (x1, a0,x0) ψ`(x1|a0,x0),

where the set P and the mixing probabilities {λ(0)` } that define the prior are exogenously given.3

At any period t ≥ 1, the firm proceeds as follows. First, it observes the new state xt and uses

this information to update its beliefs by using Bayes rule. More specifically, the Bayesian updating

of the mixing probabilities at period t is:

λ
(t)
` (xt, at−1,xt−1) =

ψ`(xt|at−1,xt−1) λ(t−1)` (xt, at−1,xt−1)∑L
`′=1 ψ`′(xt|at−1,xt−1) λ

(t−1)
`′ (xt, at−1,xt−1)

(2)

and the beliefs function becomes bt(x′|a,x) =
∑L
`=1 λ

(t)
` (x′, a,x) ψ`(x

′|a,x) for any value (x′, a,x).

Second, given xt and the new belief function bt, the firm chooses investment at to maximize its

expected value. If the true probability distribution belongs to the set P, then under mild regularity

conditions this Bayesian learning process implies that bt converges to the true probability (e.g.,

Cyert and DeGroot, 1974).

(iii) Adaptive learning (Sargent 1993; Evans and Honkapohja 2001, 2012). There are different

models of adaptive learning. Their common feature is that beliefs are updated according to an

ad-hoc rule that weights the past and the new information. For instance, for any value (x′, a,x)

3Note that the mixing probabilities are different for each value of (x1, a0,x0).
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the updating of the belief function at period t is:

bt(x
′|a,x) = (1− δt) bt−1(x

′|a,x) + δt K([xt, at−1,xt−1]− [x′, a,x]) (3)

where {δt : t ≥ 0} with δt ∈ [0, 1) is a sequence of parameters that determines the speed of learning,

and K(.) is a Kernel function that establishes whether the new information at period t is used to

update beliefs only at that point or also at nearby values. The values of the sequence of parameters

{δt} and the form of the kernel function K define a specific adaptive learning algorithm.4 In

general, and in contrast to Bayesian learning, this updating rule is not using the new information

{xt, at−1,xt−1} optimally.

Under adaptive learning, convergence of the sequence of beliefs to the true probability — to

rational expectations —requires some additional conditions. For instance, the combination of the

following two conditions is suffi cient for the convergence of adaptive learning to rational expecta-

tions: (1) the true stochastic process for {xt, at} is ergodic; and (2) δt goes to zero as t goes to

infinity.

The most common specification —often referred to as recursive least squares learning —is the

one where weights have the form δt = 1/t. In this case, as agents accumulate more information as

t grows, they eventually stop updating their beliefs. Another common specification consists of a

constant weight parameter: δt = δ for any period t. In this case, the weight put on an observation

declines geometrically with the age of the observation. In general, this particular form of adaptive

learning does not converge to rational expectations because it "overweights" the influence of the

last observation when beliefs are close to the true probability.5 However, it is also this constant

weighting of the last information that can make adaptive learning faster than Bayesian learning

after a structural change in the true transition probability of the state variables.

(iv) Reinforcement learning (Erev and Roth, 1998). The idea behind reinforcement learning (RL)

is that agents update probabilities of playing certain strategies based on previous realized payoffs.

In contrast to the learning algorithms that we have presented above, RL is not beliefs-based and it

is not based on the explicit maximization of the firm’s value.
4Some examples of kernel functions for adaptive learning are: (i) point kernel: K([xt, at−1,xt−1] − [x′, a,x]) is

the indicator function 1{[xt, at−1,xt−1] = [x′, a,x]}; (ii) Gaussian: φ([xt−x′, at−1− a,xt−1−x]β), where φ(.) is the
density of the standard normal, and β is a vector of weighting parameters.

5Suppose that bt−1(x′|a,x) = px(x
′|a,x) at any point (x′, a,x) such that at period t − 1 the belief function is

unbiased. Then, at period t the learning rule implies that bt(x′|a,x)−px(x′|a,x) = δ [K([xt, at−1,xt−1]− [x′, a,x])−
px(x

′|a,x)], which is different from zero at [x′, a,x] = [xt, at−1,xt−1] such that convergence is not achieved.
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RL assumes that strategies are “reinforced" by their past payoffs and that the propensity to

choose a strategy depends on its stock of reinforcement (Erev and Roth, 1998; Gureckis and Love,

2013). Let qt(a,xt) represent the stock of reinforcement at period t of choice alternative a given

that the current state is xt. At the initial period, t = 0, the firm has initial values for the stock of

reinforcement of the different choice alternatives: {q0(a,x0) : a = 0, 1, ..., J}. These initial stocks

are exogenously given. Then, at every period t ≥ 0, the RL algorithm proceeds as follows. First,

given current stocks {qt(a,xt) : a = 0, 1, ..., J}, the decision of the firm at period t is a random

draw from a multinomial distribution with choice probabilities {pt(a|xt) : a = 0, 1, ..., J} with

pt(a|xt) =
qt(a,xt)∑J
j=0qt(j,xt)

(4)

Second, given its choice at period t, the firm observes its current profit Πt = π(at,xt). Then, the

firm uses this information to update the reinforcement stock variables. This updating is based

on the idea that action-state pairs that generated higher profits in the past should have larger

reinforcement capital. For instance, for any action-state (a,x), the updating can be:

qt+1(a,x) = qt(a,x) +R (Πt) K([at,xt]− [a,x]) (5)

where R (Πt) is an increasing function of current profits, and K(.) is a kernel function. Given a

new realization of the state variables, xt+1, the updated stocks of reinforcement {qt+1(a,xt+1) :

a = 0, 1, ..., J} determine the choice probabilities at t+ 1, and so on.

2.2 A dynamic game for an oligopoly industry

Consider an oligopoly industry with N potential entrants. We index firms by i ∈ I = {1, 2, ..., N}.

As in the monopolistic case, the profit of a firm — say i — depends on: the firm’s investment

decision, ait; its capital stock, kit; and a vector of exogenous state variables, zt. Importantly, in

this dynamic game a firm’s profit also depends on the capital stocks of competing firms: the vector

k−it ≡ {kjt : j ∈ I, j 6= i}. The per-period profit function is πi(ait,xt) where now the vector of

state variables is xt = (kit,k−it, zt).

Most of the empirical literature on dynamic games of oligopoly competition considers games of

incomplete information under the independent private values (IPV) assumption. In this version of

the model, the per-period profit function is πi(ait,xt, vit) where vit is a firm-specific variable that
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is the private information of firm i, and it is independently distributed across firms and over time,

and is independent of xt.6 At period t, each firm i observes xt and its own private information, vit,

and chooses its current investment to maximize its expected value.

The sources of uncertainty in a firm’s decision problem include: future values of the exogenous

state variables and of the own capital stock, as in the single-firm problem; and current and future

values of other firms’private information, of their investment decisions, and of their future capital

stocks. Uncertainty about other firms’decisions appears not only because of the existence of private

information. In models with multiple equilibria, firms can have uncertainty about the selection of

the equilibrium: strategic uncertainty, as in Morris and Shin (2002). With bounded rationality,

firms can have uncertainty about the level of rationality of the competitors: level-k rationality.

Let px,i(xt+1|ait,xt) be the true transition probability of the state variables conditional on the

decision of player i. Under the IPV assumption, this transition probability can be decomposed as

follows:

px,i(xt+1|ait,xt) = pz(zt+1|zt) pki(kit+1|ait, kit)
∏
j 6=i

∑
ajt∈A

pkj (kjt+1|ajt, kjt) paj (ajt|xt) (6)

This decomposition illustrates the different sources of uncertainty that the firm faces, as to: (1)

the future evolution of exogenous state variables, pz(zt+1|zt); (2) its own future capital stock,

pki(kit+1|ait, kit); (3) the current investment decisions of its rivals, paj (ajt|zt); and (4) the future

capital stocks of the rivals, conditional on their current investments, pkj (kjt+1|ajt, kjt). A firm has

beliefs about each of these components. Therefore, we can write a firm’s belief function at period

t, bit(xt+1|ait,xt), as:7

bit(xt+1|ait,xt) = bz,it(zt+1|zt) bki,it(kit+1|ait, kit)
∏
j 6=i

∑
ajt∈A

bkj ,it(kjt+1|ajt, kjt) baj ,it(ajt|xt) (7)

Let Vit(xt, vit) be the value of the firm at period t given current information and beliefs and

under the condition that the firm maximizes expected profits forever in the future. This value

function comes from the solution of a dynamic programming problem with the following Bellman

6Two important exceptions are Fershtman and Pakes (2012) and Asker et al. (2016) which allow for serially
correlated private information. We discuss this more general model when we describe below the concept of Experience-
Based equilibrium, and in section 5.6 where we describe Asker et al. (2016).

7Similarly as in the single-firm model, the subindex t in the beliefs function represents the firm’s information set
Hit and it indicates that this function can be updated over time as new information arrives.
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equation:

Vit(xt, vit) = max
ait∈A

{
πi(ait,xt, vit) + β

∫
Vi,t+1(xt+1, vit+1) bit(xt+1|at,xt) gi(vit+1) dvit+1 dxt+1

}
(8)

The optimal decision rule, α∗it(xt, vit), is the arg-max operator of the expression in brackets {.}.

In this type of model the strategic interactions between firms can include an important informa-

tional component. In particular, firms may have incentives to experiment in order to learn about

the true transition probabilities, but they may also have incentives to learn by “free-riding” from

their rivals’experimentation.

To complete this dynamic game, the researcher needs to specify the assumptions on the evolution

of firms’beliefs. We describe here the different assumptions that have used in empirical applications

of games.

(i) Rational expectations. For every firm and every period, the belief function is equal to the actual

probability distribution of the state variables, bit(xt+1|ait,xt) = px,i(xt+1|ait,xt). This assumption

corresponds to the concept of Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE) —Maskin and Tirole (1988) and

Ericson and Pakes (1995).

(ii) Bayesian learning.8 For every firm i, let Pi ≡ {ψ`,i(x′|ai,x) : ` = 1, 2, ..., L} be a collection of

L transition probabilities. The prior belief function for firm i at period t = 0 is a mixture of the

distributions in Pi, where {λ(0)`,i } are the mixing probabilities.

At any period t ≥ 1, every firm proceeds as follows: First, firms observe the new state xt and

use this information to update their respective beliefs using Bayes rule. The updated belief function

for firm i is bit(x′|ai,x) =
∑L
`=1 λ

(t)
`,i (x

′, ai,x) ψ`,i(x
′|ai,x) for any value (x′, ai,x), where Bayesian

updating of the mixing probabilities implies:

λ
(t)
`,i (x

′, ai,x) =
ψ`,i(xt|ait−1,xt−1) λ(t−1)`,i (x′, ai,x)∑L
`′=1 ψ`′,i(xt|ait−1,xt−1) λ

(t−1)
`′,i (x′, ai,x)

(9)

If the set of priors Pi includes the true transition probability, then this Bayesian learning process

implies that all the belief functions converge to the true transition probabilities (e.g., Feldman,

8 In this representation of Bayesian updating in a dynamic game, we are implicitly assuming that at every period
tfirms observe the state vector xt but not necessarily the competitors’actions at the previous period, a−i,t−1. If
they had this additional information, the Bayesian updating formula would be slightly different. Note that in many
dynamic oligopoly models the endogenous state variable kit is a deterministic function of ait−1 and kit−1 such that
observing the sequence of realizations of kit is equivalent to observing the sequence of choices ait.
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1987, and on the speed of convergence, Vives, 1993). By definition, these true probabilities —

together with players’best response behavior —represent a MPE.

(iii) Adaptive learning. The updating rule of firms’beliefs in the dynamic game under adaptive

learning is similar to the formula in the single-firm model. For any player i and period t, and any

of value (x′, ai,x),

bit(x
′|ai,x) = (1− δit) bi,t−1(x

′|ai,x) + δit Ki([xt, ait−1,xt−1]− [x′, ai,x]) (10)

where parameters {δit ∈ (0, 1) : t ≥ 1} and kernel function Ki have the same interpretation as in

the single-firm model.

The convergence to a rational expectations equilibrium —a MPE —of beliefs under adaptive

learning has been established by Evans and Honkapohja (1995) and Marcet and Sargent (1989a,

1989b), among others, in different macro models, and by Pakes and McGuire (2001) in dynamic

games of oligopoly competition. In these papers, adaptive learning can be interpreted also as a

recursive algorithm that the researcher can use to compute a rational expectations equilibrium of

the model.

(iv) Reinforcement learning. The RL algorithm in the dynamic game is similar to its single-firm

version. The model does not require the specification of beliefs about opponents’strategies. Instead,

firms update the conditional choice probabilities based on realized current profits.

Let {qi0(ai,x0) : ai = 0, 1, ..., J} be a vector with the stocks of reinforcement for firm i at

the initial period t = 0. Then, at every period t ≥ 0 firms proceed as follows. First, each

firm chooses its own action ait as a random draw from its conditional choice probability function

{pit(ai|xt) : ai = 0, 1, ..., J}, with pit(ai|xt) = qit(ai,xt)/
∑J
j=0qit(j,xt). Second, each firm observes

its own profit, Πit = πi(ait,xt, vit), and uses this information to update the reinforcement stock

variables according to the formula, qi,t+1(ai,x) = qit(a,x) + R (Πit) K([ait,xt] − [ai,x]), where

functions R and and K have the same interpretation as in the single-firm model above.

RL algorithms are related to evolutionary games in economics (Samuelson, 1998). In evolution-

ary games, there is a finite set of strategy functions that agents can play, and a dynamic system

that determines the proportion of agents that play each strategy at every period. In this dynamic

system, the share of agents that play strategy j at period t+1 depends on the share of this strategy

at the previous period, and on the payoff that is received by strategy j and by the other strategies
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at period t. This evolution captures the idea that agents tend to imitate those strategies that have

performed better in the past.

(v) Experience-Based equilibrium (Fershtman and Pakes, 2012). So far, we have assumed that

the private information vit is independently and identically distributed. Now, suppose that there

is persistent asymmetric information among firms: vit is serially correlated and is observed only

by firm i. Since private information is serially correlated, rivals’past actions and states contain

relevant information about their current private information. Firms use rivals’past actions and

states to predict rivals’current actions.

More specifically, in an Experience-Based equilibrium (EBE), each firm estimates the expected

return of an action-state combination by averaging the returns that the firm obtained when that

action-state was visited in the past. Given these estimates, each firm chooses the current action

that maximizes its estimated expected value.

The concepts of EBE and RL share in common that firms use past payoffs in an action-state

to construct ("reinforce") the probability of choosing that action under that state. However,

the main difference between the two concepts is that under EBE players explicitly construct be-

liefs/expectations and maximize expected returns. This feature of EBE makes it more attractive

than RL in the context of empirical applications using a structural model and with the purpose

of counterfactual experiments. Nevertheless, the greater flexibility of RL makes it, potentially, a

more robust approach to predict actual behavior in strategic settings.

(vi) Fictitious play (Brown, 1951; Cheung and Friedman, 1997). Firms form beliefs about rivals’

conditional choice probabilities: probability distributions of rivals’actions conditional on current

states, paj(ajt|xt). Fictitious play is a learning rule where each firm believes that rivals’actions are

sampled from the empirical distribution of their past actions. Therefore, the belief function of firm

i about the choice probability of firm j is, for any action-state (aj ,x):

baj ,it(aj |x) =

∑t
s=1 ω(s,t) 1{[ajt−s,xt−s] = [aj ,x]}∑t

s=1 ω(s,t) 1{xt−s = x}
(11)

where 1{.} is the function and {ω(s,t) : s ≤ t} are weights which are non-increasing in the lag index

s.

In its original version (Brown, 1951), the fictitious play model assumes that the weights ω(s,t)

are the same at every period s such that belief baj ,it(aj |x) is just the empirical frequency of action aj
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conditional on state x during periods 1 to t, i.e.,
∑t
s=1 1{[ajt−s,xt−s] = [aj ,x]}/

∑t
s=1 1{xt−s = x}.

When all the weights ω(s,t) are zero expect for s = 1, we have that baj ,it(aj |x) = 1{[ajt−1,xt−1] =

[aj ,x]}/1{xt−1 = x}, and this is known in the literature as Cournot learning. Cheung and Friedman

(1997) introduced the more general weighted fictitious play as described in equation (11).

(vii) Rationalizability (Bernheim, 1984; Pearce, 1984). The concept of rationalizability imposes two

simple restrictions on firms’beliefs and behavior. First, every firm is rational in the sense that it

maximizes its own expected profit given beliefs. And second, this rationality is common knowledge

—every firms knows that all the firms know that it knows ... that all the firms are rational.

The set of outcomes of the game that satisfy these conditions (the set of rationalizable outcomes)

includes all of the Nash equilibria of the game. Every Nash equilibrium is a rationalizable outcome;

however, the inverse is not true. In models of market competition with multiple Nash equilibria,

the set of rationalizable outcomes can be much larger than the set of Nash equilibria.

(viii) Cognitive Hierarchy and Level-k Rationality. These models assume that players have different

levels of strategic sophistication. Every firm (player) maximizes its subjective expected profit given

its beliefs. Firms are heterogeneous in their beliefs and there is a finite number of belief types.

Beliefs for each type are determined by a hierarchical structure.

The Cognitive Hierarchy model (Camerer et al., 2004) and the Level-k model (Costa-Gomes and

Crawford, 2006; Crawford and Iriberri, 2007) consider a similar hierarchical structure of beliefs, but

there is an important difference. In both models, Level-0 firms believe that strategic interactions

are negligible and therefore they behave as in a single-agent model: as if they were monopolists.

Level-1 firms believe that the rest of the firms are level-0, and they behave by best responding to

these beliefs.

The difference between the Cognitive Hierarchy and the Level-k models is in the beliefs of

players at levels k greater than one. In the Level-k model, a level-k player believes that all of the

other players are level (k-1). In the Cognitive Hierarchy model, a level-k player is not certain about

the types of the other players but believes that their types come from a probability distribution

over levels 0 to (k-1).

This subtle difference between the two models can have important implications for their pre-

dictions. Under very general conditions on the payoff function, the outcome of the game in these
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models is unique (though different between the two models). This uniqueness is a convenient

property for empirical analysis and for counterfactuals.9

3 Data and identification

In this section, we describe the types of data and identification strategies that are used in the

estimation of the structural models that were described in section 2. We can distinguish three

types of data for the estimation of these structural models: choice data, payoffs data, and beliefs

data.

By choice data we mean information of firms’ actual decisions, as well as some of the state

variables of the problem. For instance, in a dynamic game of investment, the researcher observes

firms’investments, their capital stocks, and variables that affect demand and costs. This is the type

of data that we find in most empirical applications in industrial organization. Using these data, the

researcher can identify the probability distribution of firms’decisions conditional on (observable)

state variables: a probabilistic representation of firms’strategies or decision rules.

Under relatively weak conditions, there is a one-to-one relationship between a firm’s choice

probability function and the firm’s expected profit (in a static model) or expected value function

(in a dynamic model): The expected payoff function can be identified using choice data.

A firm’s expected payoff function depends on its (primitive) payoff function and on its beliefs

about the probability distribution of uncertain events. The separate identification of these two

functions from observed choices (from the expected payoff) is a key identification problem in this

literature. In general, the expected payoff is consistent with many alternative specifications of the

payoff function and the belief function. Without some restrictions on these functions there is not

point-identification with the use of only choice data.

We first present identification results using choice data only. Then, we explain how supplement-

ing choice data with data on firms’costs or with beliefs data allows the researcher to relax some

identification assumptions.

9 In the literature, we find two different approaches for the specification of the behavior of Level-0 players. In
empirical applications in industrial organization (Goldfarb and Xiao, 2011; Hortaçsu et al., 2017), the assumption is
that a level-0 firm behaves as a monopolist. However, a good number of experimental papers assume that Level-0
players behave randomly (Camerer et al., 2004; Costa-Gomes and Crawford, 2006). Crawford and Iriberri (2007)
consider both types of Level-0 behavior. As shown in that paper, the specification of the behavior of Level-0 players
can have important implications on the model predictions.
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3.1 Identification of beliefs using choice data

Firms’behavior reveals information not only on managerial preferences but also on their beliefs.

We can label this approach as revealed beliefs or revealed preference and beliefs. This approach is

the most commonly used in the structural empirical studies that we survey in this paper.

Aradillas-Lopez and Tamer (2008) study the identification of preferences and beliefs when we

relax the assumption of Nash equilibrium and replace it with rationalizability. They consider

relatively simple but commonly used structural games, such as two-player static discrete choice

games, and first-price auction games under independent private values. The specification of players’

beliefs is nonparametric and the only restriction on beliefs comes from the assumption of common-

knowledge rationality: (i) Every player is rational in the sense that she maximizes her own expected

payoff given her beliefs; and (ii) Every player knows that the other players know that she knows

... that all the players are rational. They show that, without further restrictions, choice data

cannot point identify preferences and beliefs. However, under relatively mild conditions, there is

set-identification of some parameters in the payoff function.

3.1.1 Imposing equilibrium beliefs in a subset of the data

A simple and intuitive approach to achieve identification of payoff and belief functions consists

of assuming that the data can be separated into two subsets (e.g., two time periods, or two sets

of geographic markets) — say R and B (for rational and biased beliefs, respectively) —with the

following properties: (i) For subset R of data beliefs are in equilibrium and correspond to the

actual distribution of the variables, i.e., rational expectations; and (ii) The payoff functions in the

two subsets of data are the same.

In the case of dynamic models, if subsample R corresponds to time periods before subsample

B, then there is the additional assumption that firms do not anticipate their change in beliefs from

R to B. This additional assumption is not necessary if subsample R occurs after B, or if they

correspond to two sets of independent markets.

Under condition (i) of rational expectations in subset R, we can identify the payoff function from

this subset of choice data. Then, given condition (ii) that the payoff function is invariant between

the two subsets, we can use the B dataset to identify firm’s beliefs without having to impose the

restriction of rational expectations for this subset of data. This approach has been used recently
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by Doraszelski et al. (2017) and Huang et al. (2018).

We describe these applications in section 4 below. Of course, the suitability of this approach

depends on how plausible conditions (i) and (ii) are in the context of a specific application.

3.1.2 Static auction games

Gillen (2010) studies the nonparametric identification of the distributions of bidders’values and

their levels of strategic sophistication in the Level-k first-price auction model proposed by Crawford

and Iriberri (2007). The model assumes the same distribution of values for the different level-k

types of bidders. The structural parameters of the model consist of the distribution of values —

FV —and the distribution of k-types: p = (p1, p2, . . . , pK). The data consist of the empirical

distribution of bids from a sample of homogeneous auctions with the same number of bidders: N .

For any level-k, the model implies a one-to-one relationship between a bidder’s value and her

bid. Therefore, if all the bidders have the same k-type and the researcher knows this type, then

the identification of the distribution of values follows from the standard results in the econometrics

of IPV auctions (Guerre, Perrigne, and Vuong, 2000). This identification argument extends to the

case where bidders have different k-types but the researcher knows the frequency of each type, as

represented by the vector p.

Suppose now that the researcher observes two groups of auctions from the same population of

bidders, i.e., with the same distributions FV and p. The difference between these two groups of

auctions is in the number of bidders that participate in each auction: N1 bidders in the auctions of

group 1, and N2 6= N1 bidders in group 2. These two samples imply over-identifiying restrictions

for the distribution FV , for a given value of p. These over-identifying restrictions can be used to

test a proposed value for the distribution of k-types: p. Gillen (2010) shows that, in fact, these

over-identifying restrictions can identify the distribution of k-types.

An (2017) applies recent developments in the econometric literature on nonlinear measurement

error —Hu (2008) and Hu and Schennach (2008) —to identify the distributions of values and level-k

in the Crawford-Iriberri or Level-k auction model. He shows that if the dataset has a panel structure

such that each bidder is observed in (at least) three independent auctions, then the distributions

of values and of the level of strategic sophistication are nonparametrically point-identified. This is

a very useful and powerful identification result for applied researchers.
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3.1.3 Static discrete choice games

Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) estimate a Cognitive Hierarchy game of market entry. Note that this

model is more general than the Level-k model, and therefore its identification is more challenging.

The authors estimate the distribution of firms’types and the profit function using firm-level entry.

Their identification of the structural parameters is based on the sample variation across local

markets in firms’entry probabilities and —importantly —in the variance of entry probabilities of

firms within the same market. Note that level-0 managers (who are acting as monopolists) have a

high probability of entering a given market; level-1 managers, who are best-responding to level-0

managers, have a low probability of entering; and level-2 and higher managers, who are optimizing

against a mixture of level-0 and level-1 managers, have an intermediate probability of entering.

While an average entry probability in a market may be attributed either to a combination of

high competitive effect and low cognitive types, or to a low competitive effect and high cognitive

types, observing that this market has a low variance of entry probabilities suggests high cognitive

types, and thus it favors the second explanation.

Xie (2018) studies the identification of static discrete choice games of incomplete information

when we do not impose the restriction of Bayesian Nash Equilibrium. The beliefs function is a

probability distribution over the set of possible actions of the other players. Xie allows the belief

function to be an unrestricted probability distribution, and studies the joint identification of utility

and beliefs functions that is based on observed players’behavior.

Suppose that the game is such that a player’s number of possible actions is greater than the

number of actions of her opponents. Under this condition, and without further restrictions, Xie

shows that it is possible to control for this player’s beliefs and to set-identify the player’s utility

function. Furthermore, if the population of markets under study contains variation in players’

action spaces across markets, then it is possible to point-identify players’preferences and to test

the null hypothesis of equilibrium beliefs.

There are multiple empirical applications of games where players’ action spaces vary both

across players in the same market and over different markets. In empirical industrial organization,

examples of this type of setting typically appear when firms are multi-product or multi-store and

they compete in actions at the product or store level — e.g., prices, advertising — such that the
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cardinality of the action space depends on the firm’s number of products/stores. Firms with

different products/stores have different choice sets and the number of products or stores that firms

have may vary across local markets.

Xie takes into account that this variation in the number of actions over local markets can be

endogenous. In particular, it can be correlated with unobservables for the researcher that affect

players’utility in the game. To deal with this endogeneity problem, he proposes a control function

approach.

3.1.4 Dynamic games

In most empirical games, the payoff function includes parameters that capture the effect that com-

petitors’choices have on a player’s payoff: strategic interaction parameters. The identification of

these parameters requires an exclusion restriction —even under the assumption of rational expec-

tations (Bajari et al., 2010). Therefore, it is relevant to consider whether this exclusion restriction

has the power to identify players’beliefs.

Aguirregabiria and Magesan (2019) study identification of dynamic discrete games when firms’

beliefs about competitors’ actions may be out of equilibrium. Suppose that each player has an

observable state variable that enters in her own payoff function, but it does not have a direct

effect on the payoff of the other players. Dynamic games of oligopoly competition provide multiple

examples of this type of exclusion restriction. For instance, in a standard model of market entry-

exit, the incumbent status of a firm in the market affects the firm’s profit by determining whether

it must pay an entry cost to be active in the market, but it does not have any direct effect on the

profits of the other firms. The profits of the other firms are affected only indirectly through this

firm’s current choice to be active in the market.

These authors show that, in dynamic games, this restriction can be used to identify biases in

players’beliefs about other players’behavior and to test the null hypothesis of unbiased beliefs.

Consider a market entry game with two potential entrants: firms 1 and 2. Let s1 be the special

state variable that enters into the profit function of firm 1 but not into that of firm 2. Under

this condition, the probability that firm 2 enters the market depends on the state variable s1 only

because firm 2 believes that this variable affects the behavior of firm 1. The dependence of the

choice probability of firm 2 with respect to s1 reveals information about firm 2’s beliefs.
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Aguirregabiria and Magesan (2019) show that this information identifies nonparametrically a

player’s belief as a function of the special state variable up to an intercept and a scale constant.

Using this identification result, they construct a nonparametric test for the null hypothesis of

equilibrium beliefs.

In the context of single-agent dynamic discrete choice structural models, An et al. (2018) pro-

vide suffi cient conditions for the identification of agents’subjective beliefs on the Markov transition

probabilities of the state variables with the use of choice data. Their specification of the proba-

bilistic beliefs is nonparametric and can contain any type of bias with respect to the true transition

probabilities. The key condition for their identification result is that there is a special state variable

that enters linearly in the agent’s payoff function and for which the agent knows its actual transition

probability function.

3.2 Combining choice data with firms’cost data

Most industrial organization models assume that firms maximize profits, revenue minus costs.

Sometimes the researcher has direct measurements of firms’costs, or some components of these

costs. This information —combined with choice data —can be very helpful for the identification of

firms’beliefs. Some recent papers have exploited this identification approach.

Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) study firms bidding behavior in the Texas electricity spot market.

Their dataset includes direct measurements of firms’marginal costs. The authors use this informa-

tion to test the hypothesis of equilibrium bidding behavior. Hortaçsu et al. (2017) use the same

dataset to estimate a structural Cognitive Hierarchy model of bidding.

With the use of the marginal cost data the authors construct the (Bayesian Nash equilibrium)

best-response supply of each firm and compare it to the firm’s actual supply using bidding data.

They find substantial discrepancies between observed and equilibrium supply curves. Observed

supply curves are above and steeper than the best-response curves. Furthermore, there is large

firm heterogeneity in the discrepancy between observed and best-response bidding. There is a

group of firms with supply curves that are almost completely vertical.

As an identifying restriction, Hortaçsu et al. (2017) assume that these bidders with vertical

bidding curves correspond to the Level-0 type of the Cognitive Hierarchy model. This assumption

provides an anchor that helps in the identification of the probability distribution of the other
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k-types.

3.3 Beliefs data

Beliefs data consist of information on agents’subjective perception of the probability distribution

of uncertain events. Though there is a substantial literature on the elicitation of individuals’beliefs

either in the laboratory (Levitt and List, 2007) or in the field (DellaVigna, 2009, Manski, 2018),

this approach is much less common when using field data of firms.

There are a large number of business surveys that ask managers about their expectations as

to future events: such as the evolution of demand and prices, or the growth and survival of their

own business. Unfortunately, most of these surveys ask about point predictions and not about

probabilistic beliefs.10 Furthermore, many times, the point predictions do not have a quantitative

interpretation. For instance, Bachmann et al. (2013) study firms’uncertainty using business survey

data from the German IFO Business Climate Survey (IFO-BCS) and from the Philadelphia Fed

Business Outlook Survey (BOS). In these surveys, the questions on expectations have the following

form: in the IFO-BCS, “Expectations for the next three months: Your domestic production activities

with respect to product X will: 1. increase, 2. roughly stay the same, 3. decrease" ; and in the BOS,

"Your shipments six months from now versus current month will: 1. decrease, 2. no change, 3.

increase”. It is diffi cult to incorporate these non-probabilistic (and qualitative) beliefs data in our

models.11

Nevertheless, there are a few business surveys that include questions about probabilistic beliefs.

An example is the Italian Survey of Investment in Manufacturing. Guiso and Parigi (1999) use

these data to study how the entrepreneurs’subjective probability distribution of future demand

for firms’products affects capital investment. Consistent with theory, the authors find that the

effect of subjective uncertainty on investment is stronger for firms with more market power and

with more industry-specific capital.

10See the critique in Manski (2018) of the traditional practice of asking to make point predictions of future events,
instead of asking for probabilistic beliefs. See also Potter et al. (2017) on the advantages of probabilistic survey
questions.
11Other example of this type of data on firms’beliefs is the survey on entrepreneurs from the French statistical

offi ce (INSEE). For new small startups, the survey ask entrepreneurs the following two questions on their beliefs:
Question 1: “What is your view for the next 6-12 months?: 1. the firm will develop, 2. the firm will keep its current
balance, 3. I will have to struggle, 4. I will have to shut down the firm, 5. I will sell it, 6. I do not know." ; Question
2: “Do you plan to hire in the next 12 months?: 1. yes, 2. no, 3. I do not know". Landier and Thesmar (2009)
use these data to study the relationship between entrepreneurs’optimism (over-confidence) and the use of short-term
debt finance.
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Firms may have incentives to conceal their actual beliefs and do not report truthful expectations

in business surveys. This is, perhaps, not a main concern for beliefs on exogenous events, such as

future demand or input prices. However, it can be more problematic for beliefs about their own

future behavior, or their competitors’ behavior. Experimental economists have been concerned

about this problem for a long time (Savage, 1971), and they have developed incentive mechanisms

for honest revelation of expectations with respect to observable events.

A mechanism that is commonly used in experimental economics to deal with this problem is

Proper Scoring Rules (PSR) (Nyarko and Schotter, 2002, Schotter and Trevino, 2014). PSR provide

ex-post rewards to agents to reveal their true probabilistic beliefs. If agents are risk neutral and

maximize expected payoffs, then PSRs can elicit true beliefs. However, the implementation of

PSRs requires the researcher to verify which events do and do not occur. While this is feasible

in laboratory experiments, it becomes more complicated and costly in surveys — such that PSR

has been rarely applied in field/survey data. A nice exception is the work by Armantier et al.

(2015) on individuals’ inflation expectations. In the case of eliciting firms’beliefs, an additional

issue is the magnitude of the reward that is necessary to generate the revelation of honest beliefs.

Revealing its true beliefs may have a substantial cost for a firm in terms of lower profits. In some

cases, compensating firms for this expected reduction in profits can be extremely costly for the

researcher. As far as we know, there is not any empirical application using PSR to elicit firms’

beliefs.

4 Empirical applications

In this section, we review recent applications in empirical industrial organization that allow for firms’

non-equilibrium or biased beliefs. Though our survey focuses on applications that use structural

models, we start by reviewing an important empirical literature on firms’overconfidence that use

non-structural models (section 4.1). Then, we describe applications of static games with non-

equilibrium beliefs: both discrete choice games of incomplete information (section 4.2) and auction

games (section 4.3). The last three subsections deal with dynamic models. In section 4.4, we review

applications of dynamic games of oligopoly competition with non-equilibrium beliefs but without

an explicit model of learning. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 deal with dynamic models with firms’Bayesian

and non-Bayesian learning, respectively.
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4.1 Firms’overconfidence: non-structural evidence

Empirical studies in corporate finance have documented that firm managers tend to overestimate

their ability (Cooper et al., 1998). Some studies look at the implications of this overconfidence.

Malmendier and Tate (2005; 2008) construct a measure of overconfidence that uses the personal

investments of CEOs. They use field data to show that CEO overconfidence has a significant impact

on important strategic decisions such as investments, mergers, and acquisitions.

Galasso and Simcoe (2011) use the Malmendier-Tate measure of overconfidence to study the

impact of CEO overconfidence on innovation decisions. They find that the arrival of an overcon-

fident CEO is correlated with an increase in corporate innovation: as measured by the number of

patents, citations received, or expenditure in R&D. Their estimates show that the impact of CEO

overconfidence on innovation is stronger under intense product market competition.

Landier and Thesmar (2009) study the role that beliefs play in small entrepreneurs’financial

decisions. They use survey data that were collected by Statistics France on a nationally represen-

tative sample of French entrepreneurs with information on the entrepreneurs’self-reported beliefs

about the future growth of their own business. The authors find substantial heterogeneity in en-

trepreneurial beliefs, and a positive correlation between optimism (overconfidence) and the use of

short-term debt finance rather than the less-risky option of long-term debt finance.

Astebro et al. (2014) distinguish two different types of overconfidence in firms’ investment

decisions: upward bias in the expected return (overestimation); and downward bias in the expected

risk (overprecision). While the first type of overconfidence can generate excess market entry and

investment, the second type can have a negative impact on market entry (and on other investment

decisions with limited liability) because it reduces the perceived option value of market entry

decisions.

4.2 Static discrete choice games with non-equilibrium beliefs

4.2.1 Static discrete choice games with Cognitive Hierarchy structure

Based on the seminal work by Camerer et al. (2004) on the Cognitive Hierarchy (CH) model and by

Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) on the Level-k, these models have received substantial attention

in empirical applications of games in experimental economics that use laboratory experiments.

Several papers have adapted these models to study market competition with the use of field data.
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The papers by Goldfarb and Yang (2009) and Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) are among the first

empirical studies that structurally estimate non-equilibrium models of strategic thinking. These

papers apply and adapt the asymmetric information CH model to games of market entry with

the use of field data. Because higher level-k types can make better predictions about rivals’play,

Goldfarb and Yang (2009) and Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) interpret the estimated cognitive level of

a manger as her strategic ability.

Goldfarb and Yang (2009) estimate a game of technology adoption that is played by internet

service providers (ISPs) under the assumptions of the CH model. In 1997, the manager of an ISP

that operated in a local market (metropolitan area) had to choose among four possible alternatives

to offer their customers internet access: (i) offer only the old technology of 33K modems; (ii) offer

the new 56K technology that used Rockwell’s modems; (iii) offer the new 56K technology that used

US Robotics’s modems; or (iv) offer the two formats of modems for the new technology.

The authors adapt the CH model to describe the heterogeneity in the ability or sophistication

of ISP managers in this strategic setting. A manager with level-0 sophistication ignores rivals’

anticipated decisions and behaves as a monopolist. For k greater or equal than one, a level-k

manager assumes that all his competitors are a mixture of lower levels, with those levels drawn

from a truncated Poisson distribution.

The estimated results show substantial heterogeneity in the level of sophistication among man-

agers. The estimated distribution of level-k implies a mean value of 2.67. This is at the high end of

the range of values that are found in Camerer, Ho, and Chong (2004) for their lab setting. This is

reasonable as we expect managers to think and behave more strategically than do undergraduate

students in a lab.

Though the CH model fits the data no better than does a model under the restriction of

Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE), it has interesting implications that are different from those

under the BNE. Goldfarb and Yang show that heterogeneity in strategic thinking contributed to

the slowing of the diffusion of the 56K technology relative to the diffusion under the counterfactual

BNE. They also show that more strategic firms (as measured in 1997) were more likely to survive

the dot-com crash in year 2000.

Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) propose and estimate a similar CH model to investigate entry decisions

into local US telecommunication markets following the deregulatory Telecommunications Act of
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1996, which encouraged greater local competition. First, the authors present reduced-form evidence

that shows that —holding other market characteristics constant —more-experienced and better-

educated managers have a lower propensity to enter into very competitive markets. This suggests

that better-educated managers are better at predicting competitors’behavior.

Motivated by this pattern in the data, the authors estimate a CH model where the level of

strategic sophistication depends on manager characteristics. The authors estimate the firms’types

and the profit function with the use of firm-level entry data in 1998 and 2002. The estimation results

show that manager characteristics are key determinants of the level of strategic sophistication. In

particular, better-educated managers have higher strategic ability. The estimated level of cognitive

ability is higher in 2002 than right after the first wave of entry in 1998, which suggests that low-

ability managers were more likely to fail during the industry shake-out. This suggests that the

behavioral model may be most relevant during the early stages of the life cycle of an industry.

Brown et al. (2012; 2013) estimate a game for the decision of movie distributors as to whether

to pre-release a movie to critics. Distributors face a choice between "cold opening" a movie or pre-

releasing it to critics in the hope that favorable reviews will increase revenue. This decision can be

seen as an asymmetric-information signaling game with verifiable signals. A well-established theo-

retical result in this class of models (Grossman, 1981; Milgrom, 1981) is that higher-quality firms

have incentives to reveal their true quality to distinguish themselves from lower-quality competi-

tors. Accordingly, in the Bayesian equilibrium of this game, cold-opening should not be profitable

because moviegoers will infer low quality for cold-opened movies. Therefore, there should be no

cold opening, except possibly by the very worst movie type.

With the use of a sample of 1,303 movies, Brown et al. (2013) show that —in contradiction to

the Bayesian equilibrium prediction —movies that are not shown to critics ("cold-opened" movies)

have between 10% and 30% higher revenue than comparable movies that were critically reviewed

before released. This evidence suggests that moviegoers had unrealistically high expectations for

cold-opened movies, which is hard to explain using a model with equilibrium beliefs. Furthermore,

movie distributors do not appear to take advantage of moviegoers’lack of sophistication, since only

7% of movies were opened cold despite the expected-profit advantage.

To explain this behavior, the authors propose and estimate a cognitive hierarchy model. The

estimated model shows that moviegoers have a low level of strategic sophistication. However, movie
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studios appear to be best responding to consumers that are playing a fully Bayesian-Nash strategy.

These results suggest that movie studios would benefit by cold opening more movies.

4.2.2 Other static discrete choice games with biased beliefs

Xie (2018) studies competition in opening hours between two Western-style fast-food restaurants

in China. This industry has experienced important structural changes in China in recent years.

As a result, firms face substantial strategic uncertainty about the behavior of their competitors.

Non-equilibrium beliefs is a plausible hypothesis in this context. The key parameters of interest

in this application are the parameters that capture the strategic substitutability/complementarity

between firms’decisions to remain open for 24 hours. These parameters can be particularly sensitive

to wrongly imposing the assumption of equilibrium beliefs.

Xie studies competition between KFC and McDonalds (the leaders of this industry in China)

in their decisions to remain open for 24 hours. The author estimates a model of market entry with

incomplete information where firms’probabilistic beliefs about the behavior of the competitor are

completely unrestricted functions of payoff-relevant state variables. He follows the identification

approach that we have described in section 3.1.2, that exploits the asymmetry in firms’choice sets.

The number of restaurants of a firm/chain in a local market varies both between firms within a

market and across markets such that the cardinality of the action space —how many restaurants

in a local market a firm can remain open 24 hours —has also the type of variation that is key for

Xie’s identification strategy.

Xie finds that firms’decisions to remain open 24 hours are strategic complements. The esti-

mated results also provide significant evidence that KFC has biased beliefs about the behavior of

McDonalds. Accounting for these biased beliefs has important implications for the estimates of the

strategic interaction parameters. In particular, it increases significantly the estimated competition

effects between the firms in some markets.

4.3 Auctions with non-equilibrium beliefs

Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) analyze the bidding behavior of firms in the Texas electricity spot

market, where suppliers trade with each other to meet prior contractual obligations and to balance

the market. In this market, electricity generating firms submit hourly supply schedules to sell
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power. Winning sellers earn the price at which aggregate supply bids equal demand.

A key feature of Hortaçsu and Puller’s empirical approach is that their dataset contains detailed

information not only on firms’bids but also on their marginal costs. Using these data on marginal

costs, the authors construct the equilibrium bids of the game (under specific assumptions about

the information structure of the game) and compare them to the actual observed bids.

The authors find statistically and economically significant deviations between equilibrium and

actual bids. More specifically, while large firms best-respond to other firms’behavior, small firms

submit bid functions that are excessively steep. Small firms insuffi ciently adjust their production

quantities to market circumstances, and do not supply much power even when it is ex post profitable

to do so.

Based on their interviews with traders in this market, Hortaçsu and Puller argue that this

finding is best explained by the relatively low strategic ability in the bidding departments of small

firms. There are economies of scale in setting up and maintaining a successful bidding department

such that small operators cannot afford the fixed costs of establishing a sophisticated bidding unit.

The authors also provide evidence of learning by small firms, with a 10% performance improvement

per year.

Very interestingly, this suboptimal behavior by small firms leads to significant effi ciency losses in

the market. In fact, the ineffi ciency that is generated by the mistakes of smaller firms is larger than

the ineffi ciency that is generated by the market power of large firms. This finding has important

policy implications for the design of this industry. Market performance could be improved by

merging the bidding operations of small firms or by reducing the strategic complexity of this market

mechanism.

Motivated by the results that were described in the previous paragraph, Hortaçsu et al. (2017)

adapt the Cognitive Hierarchy model to the Texas electricity market. They assume that a level-zero

firm simply submits a perfectly inelastic bid function at its contract position. Following Goldfarb

and Yang (2009) and Goldfarb and Xiao (2011), they also assume that a higher-level firm best-

responds to a truncated Poisson distribution over lower-level types. Because higher-level firms

believe that their rivals are higher-level as well, the higher-level firms face a more elastic residual

demand curve, which leads them to bid more competitively.

Hortaçsu et al allow the level of sophistication in bidding to depend on the manager’s education
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(similarly as Goldfarb and Xiao, 2011) and on firm size (motivated by the results in Hortaçsu and

Puller, 2008). The information on bidders’marginal costs in this dataset plays a key role in the

identification of beliefs.

The authors find very substantial heterogeneity in the level of strategic sophistication across

the firms in the Texas electricity market. The strongest determinant of a firm’s level of sophisti-

cation is its size, though managers’education plays also a statistically significant but small role.

Counterfactual experiments show that exogenously increasing the sophistication of low-type firms

to the level of median-type firms increases market effi ciency by between 9% and 16%.

4.4 Dynamic games with non-equilibrium beliefs

4.4.1 Market entry

Aguirregabiria and Magesan (2019) study competition in store location between McDonalds (MD)

and Burger King (BK) during the early years of the fast-food restaurant industry in the UK.

McDonalds opened its first restaurant in the UK in 1974, but it was not until 1981 that it opened

outlets outside the London area. Burger King started operating in the UK in 1988. The sample

period in this study is 1991-1995.

Estimates of reduced-form models for the decision of opening a new store show that the number

of own stores has a strong negative effect on the probability that BK opens a new store but the

effect of the competitor’s number of stores is economically negligible. In contrast, for MD, the

decision of opening a new store is sensitive to BK’s existing number of stores in the market. These

findings are very robust to different specifications and control variables, and is analogous to evidence

in Toivanen and Waterson (2005). This behavior cannot be rationalized by standard equilibrium

models of market entry where firms compete and sell substitute products and have equilibrium

beliefs about the behavior of competitors.

Aguirregabiria and Magesan consider three possible explanations for this finding: (i) unobserved

market heterogeneity for the econometrician that is known to the firms; (ii) positive spillover effects

of the competitor’s presence; and (iii) firms’biased beliefs about the competitor’s behavior. They

propose and estimate a dynamic game of competition in the number of stores that incorporates

these three features.

The identification of the structural model in Aguirregabiria and Magesan (2019) follows the
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approach that was described in section 3.1.3 above. More specifically, they assume that there are

two state variables that affect the profit of a firm in a local market (UK district) at period t but

not the profit of the competitor at the same period and local market: (i) the number of own stores

at period t − 1, which affects the firm’s cost of setting up a new store in this local market but

not its rival’s setup cost; and (ii) the geographic distance of this local market to the nearest store

that the firm has in other local markets, which affects the firm’s economies of density but not its

competitor.

Based on these exclusion restrictions, the test of equilibrium beliefs clearly rejects the null hy-

pothesis that BK has unbiased beliefs about MD entry decisions, but it cannot reject the hypothesis

that MD has unbiased beliefs. The bias in BK beliefs are mostly in the direction of underestimating

the true probability that MD will open a second restaurant store in those markets where it already

has one store. Relaxing the assumption of equilibrium beliefs provides more plausible estimates of

the structural parameters that capture the effect of competition.

Finally, counterfactual experiments show that having unbiased beliefs would increase BK profits

by almost 3% in year 1991. This effect declines over time and it becomes practically zero in 1995.

4.4.2 Dynamic pricing with managerial attention costs

Ellison et al. (2018) study dynamic price competition in an online platform (Pricewatch) where

small retailers sell computer components. The authors provide structural estimates of managerial

frictions. The platform ranks firms according to price which, along with rapidly changing market

conditions, gives firms an incentive to change price frequently. Through reduced-form analysis, the

authors establish that there is substantial price inertia and that this inertia is at least partially due

to costs of managerial attention.

Based on the evidence, the authors propose and estimate a dynamic game of competitive price

adjustment that incorporates two types of managerial costs: (1) a cost of monitoring market con-

ditions: acquiring information on state variables, including the current rank and the distribution of

competitors’prices; and (2) a menu cost of physically entering a new price. The main focus of this

paper is in the separate identification of the magnitudes of these two costs and of their respective

contributions to price dynamics and firms’profits.

A key challenge comes from the fact that the researcher observes price change, but not firms’
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decisions to monitor information. This is a common issue in empirical applications that introduce

inattention as a friction.

To deal with this issue, the authors propose an interesting identification strategy. The strategy

is based on a key assumption or exclusion restriction that is related to variables that are predictors

for the rank position of the price of a firm: the time duration since the firm’s last change in price

(SinceChange); and the ratio between the firm’s current sales and the sales at the period of the last

price change (QuantityBump). The assumption is that, once the firm decides to monitor and learns

about its current rank, these state variables become irrelevant for a firm’s optimal price decision.

This assumption has the power to identify the existence of inattention, i.e., existence of monitor-

ing costs. If firms were continuously attentive about their rank, then the probability of price change

should not depend on the variables SinceChange and QuantityBump, once we have conditioned on

Rank. The dependence of the probability of price change on SinceChange and QuantityBump con-

trolling for Rank is consistent with firms’inattention. Under additional parametric assumptions,

this dependence also identifies the structural parameter that measures monitoring cost.

For two groups of firms (out of three groups that are partitioned based on machine-learning

techniques) the estimate of monitoring cost is sizable —approximately $65 —while the estimate of

the menu cost is negligible: The 95% confidence interval is [$0, $4]. Counterfactual experiments

show that the composition of the managerial cost —the relative weight of the monitoring cost and

the menu cost components —matters for pricing decisions and firms’profits. Reversing these cost

components in size (while keeping the total price adjustment cost and the behavior of competitors

constant) results in a substantial increase in the firm’s profits.

4.5 Dynamic models with firms’Bayesian learning

4.5.1 Pricing with learning about competitors’quality

Ching (2010) incorporates consumer and firm learning in a dynamic oligopoly structural model

of competition between a brand-name drug and its generic competitors. In the model, firms are

forward-looking and set price in each period. Both firms and consumers are uncertain about the

true quality of generic drugs. Firms can use price to control the rate of learning. In particular, on

the assumption that consumers are risk-averse, generic firms may have an incentive to price low to

encourage more consumers to try their products and resolve the uncertainty. Ching assumes that
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both firms and consumers use Bayesian updating to learn about the true quality of generic drugs.

Each period the brand-name firm acts as the Stackelberg leader, and the generic firms are followers.

4.5.2 Pricing with learning about consumer valuation of product attributes

Huang et al. (2015) use a structural learning model to study how car dealers set prices for used

cars over time. They argue that the pricing of used cars is more complicated than for new cars

because their value depends on mileage, year, and maintenance and it is not clear how consumers

perceive and trade-off these dimensions. Car dealers face this demand uncertainty but they can

learn over time.

Every period a dealer sets the price for a used car, and then consumers decide whether to buy

it. If consumers choose not to buy the used car, this gives the dealer a signal about its unobserved

demand component, and she then updates her belief accordingly. If a dealer is forward-looking,

she has an incentive to price the used car high early on, because not selling the car gives her an

opportunity to obtain better information about the demand for the car.

With the use of a panel dataset of used-car sales from the dealer CarMax, Huang et al. (2015)

find that their structural model can explain demand and pricing patterns well.

4.5.3 Demand uncertainty and learning from competitors’capacity choice

Gardete (2016) studies competition in capacity and production between manufacturers in the dy-

namic random access memory (DRAM) industry. Firms in this industry face significant demand

uncertainty before production and capacity decisions can be implemented. Since capacity decisions

become common knowledge before production takes place, this information can be used by firms

to learn about competitors’signals on uncertain demand.

Gardete proposes and estimates a structural model of competition that has two stages at every

period t. In a first stage (capacity investment stage), firms receive private signals, create heteroge-

neous beliefs about demand, and make investment decisions for their capacities. In a second stage,

capacity choices become public, firms update their beliefs about demand using Bayes rule, and then

compete in quantities a la Cournot. The paper focuses on the role of market information and the

consequences of allowing information sharing in the industry.

The author finds that both firms and customers would benefit if firms shared with competi-
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tors their information about the state of demand. This result depends on the degree of demand

uncertainty. Firms do not benefit from sharing their information on demand in very stable or in

extremely volatile markets, but there is a wide range of intermediate cases where firms’profits

increase when they share their private signals on demand.

4.5.4 Firms’biased beliefs about the persistence of demand shocks

Goldfarb and Xiao (2018) study exit decisions of restaurants in Texas. First, the authors present

empirical evidence that is consistent with the hypothesis that inexperienced restaurant owners do

not take into account the transitory nature of weather shocks. They show that good weather

has a significant positive effect on restaurant revenue. Weather has also a significant effect on

the exit behavior of experienced owners after controlling for revenue: Given the same revenue

record, experienced owners are more likely to exit in good weather that in bad weather. This

is consistent with experienced owners understanding the transitory nature of weather shocks. In

contrast, after conditioning on revenue, weather does not have any power to predict the exit behavior

of inexperienced owners.

Motivated by this descriptive evidence, the authors propose and estimate a structural model

of market exit where firms are Bayesian learners but firms may have attention costs that affect

the number of state variables that they use to construct their strategies. More specifically, in this

model, attention costs may prevent a firm from conditioning on transitory weather shocks. Firms

are heterogeneous in their attention costs, and these costs may decline with the owner’s experience

in the market.

The estimated model shows significant attention costs for inexperienced owners. This inatten-

tion is costly to firms. According to the estimated model, more than 3% of the restaurants in the

dataset made mistaken exit decisions because of their limited attention.

4.6 Dynamic models with firms’non-Bayesian learning

4.6.1 Adaptive learning about demand

Jeon (2017) analyzes the link between uncertainty about the process of aggregate demand and

boom-bust cycles of investment in the container shipping industry. She observes that demand for

container shipping becomes increasingly volatile over time —especially after the financial crisis —and
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that the structural changes in the demand process may cause uncertainty for the firms. Jeon uses

a dynamic oligopoly model of firm investment that incorporates uncertainty about the aggregate

demand. Firms are uncertain about the parameters that govern the evolution of aggregate demand

and they use new realizations of demand to update their beliefs based on adaptive learning. Firms

are also allowed to assign heavier weights to more recent observations. An important parameter

in firms’belief function is the coeffi cient that governs relative weights on past observations. To

identify this parameter, the paper uses information on shipbuilding and scrap prices to estimate

investment costs and scrap values separately from the dynamic model.

Jeon finds that the implied relative weight placed on an observation from 10 years ago is approx-

imately 45% compared to the weight on the most recent observation. By incorporating learning, the

study shows that uncertainty about the demand process raises the volatility of investment and the

correlation between demand and investment, which helps to explain the fluctuations in investment

that are observed in the data. Counterfactual experiments reveal that learning amplifies investment

boom-bust cycles through: (i) leading agents to revise expectations more frequently and drastically

as they experience demand volatility; and (ii) intensifying firms’strategic incentives.

4.6.2 Learning to price after market deregulation

Huang et al. (2018) study firms’price setting behavior in the Washington State liquor market

following the privatization of the market. The state of Washington privatized its previously mo-

nopolized market in 2012, which led existing grocery chains to newly enter the market.

The main research question concerns how these new entrants learn about demand and learn to

price optimally over time. The authors first document that there are large and heterogeneous price

movements in the first two years after the privatization. They provide some suggestive evidence

that these price changes are due to firms’ learning about demand — including the rate at which

prices respond to lagged demand shocks declines over time.

In order to quantify the effect of limited information on pricing and retailer profits, the authors

estimate a structural model of demand for liquor. The authors first estimate a random coeffi cient

logit demand model and then estimate firms’marginal costs —or, equivalently, the firms’wholesale

costs.

A crucial assumption that is made in the estimation of the costs is that there is no learning and
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that all retailers price optimally by 2016. This assumption allows the authors to recover costs based

on the first order conditions of profit maximization using data prior to 2016 alone. Then, under

some parametric assumptions, costs for the later years are imputed. The differences between the

optimal prices under these estimated costs and the observed prices in the data are then interpreted

to be due to retailers’learning about demand in the new market. The counterfactual experiment

reveals that as much as a 13% loss in the profits of inexperienced sellers can be attributed to their

failure to price optimally (due to the information frictions).

4.6.3 Other forms of learning

Doraszelski et al. (2018) investigate firms’learning about competitors’bidding behavior just after

the deregulation of the UK electricity market. Prior to the deregulation, electricity generating

firms had to provide frequency response (FR) to the system operator at a fixed price. Deregulation

created a market in which firms are allowed to bid for providing FR. The authors argue that —just

after deregulation —it was diffi cult for firms to predict demand and rivals’bidding behavior such

that firms faced considerable strategic uncertainty.

The authors distinguish three phases in the evolution of the FR market during the first four

years after deregulation. In the early phase, bidding behavior was very heterogeneous, and firms

made frequent and sizable adjustments in their bids. The middle phase of the FR market shows

a dramatic reduction in the range of bids. At the last phase firms’ bids become very stable.

During these three phases, the demand for FR and the set of market participants were relatively

stable. Therefore, the authors argue that the changes in firms’bidding strategies can be plausibly

attributed to learning rather than to changes in the environment.

In the second part of the paper, the Doraszelski et al. (2018) study the process of firms’

learning by estimating different structural models of learning. First, they estimate demand and cost

functions under relatively weak rationality assumptions. Given demand and costs, they propose

a model of firms’ learning that combines fictitious play (Brown, 1951) when firms learn about

competitors’ strategies, and adaptive learning (Sargent, 1993) when they learn about demand

parameters.

The authors consider different specifications of the learning model according to: (i) the value

of the weighting parameter in fictitious play; and (ii) the demand parameters that firms are learn-
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ing about (including the case of no uncertainty about demand parameters). They compare the

performance of these learning models by using the mean square error of their predictions. The

preferred learning model is one where firms have uncertainty about the parameter that captures

the price sensitivity of demand, and where fictitious play places little weight on the past decisions

of competitors and learning is relatively quick.

4.6.4 Experience-Based Equilibrium

We conclude this section with a paper by Asker et al. (2016) that is not an empirical application,

but presents interesting numerical results on the impact of firms’information sharing in a model

of dynamic auctions with asymmetric information. The authors build a dynamic game of firms’

participation and bidding in timber auctions. In each period firms decide whether to incur a cost

to participate in the auction and bid for the right to harvest an unknown amount of timber. After

the auction, firms’inventories are updated based on the outcome of the auction and the amount

that they harvest. The source of private information is that each firm’s inventory of unharvested

timber is unknown to its rivals.

In this context, the authors model information sharing as a periodic complete revelation of the

private information of every firm’s inventory of timber. The authors consider two main scenarios:

a baseline case where it is mandatory for firms to reveal their current inventories every T > 1

periods; and the Information Exchange case, where firms reveal information every period.

The authors numerically solve an Experience-Based Equilibrium (EBE) (Fershtman and Pakes,

2012) of the model with the use of a reinforcement learning algorithm. The equilibrium of the model

illustrates two different effects of revealing private information. First, more information intensifies

competition by increasing participation and increasing bids in low-inventory states. However, in-

formation sharing also generates dynamic incentives to push the state variables (firms’inventories)

to states in which competition is less fierce. For example, when a firm with high inventory knows

that its competitor has low inventory, it would either not bid or bid the lowest amount that ensures

winning. This second (dynamic) effect dominates the first.

On average, information sharing increases participation and inventories as firms are able to avoid

intense competition in low-inventory states more effectively. According to the authors’numerical

solutions, the effect of information on social welfare is close to zero. The lower bids do not have any
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effect on social welfare because they are transfers from the bidding firms to the seller. The positive

welfare effect of greater inventories and output is offset by the negative effect of the increase in

firms’participation costs.

5 Conclusions

Firms face significant uncertainty about demand and costs and about competitors’strategies. In

some empirical applications, the assumption of equilibrium beliefs can be very unrealistic and can

generate misleading interpretations of firms’strategic behavior and of our estimation of structural

parameters in the profit function. A recent but growing literature in empirical industrial organi-

zation proposes and estimates non-equilibrium models of oligopoly competition. These empirical

studies offer new and alternative explanations for observed market outcomes and firm behavior in

a broad range of settings: firm entry and competition in a new market or after a substantial change

in the environment (e.g., deregulation); new technology adoption; strategic bidding in auctions;

investment under demand uncertainty; and price-setting with uncertainty about product quality.

Firms’biased beliefs can be an important source of misallocation in some industries. We need

empirical studies that measure the importance of this source of ineffi ciency. In some industries,

firms’ information sharing could reduce these ineffi ciencies, but again we need empirical studies

that test this hypothesis.

An important challenge in this literature is that relaxing the assumption of rational beliefs may

imply that almost any observed outcome could be explained in terms of exogenous variation in

firms’beliefs. This calls for appropriate discipline on the assumptions about beliefs and on identifi-

cation strategies. It also underlines the usefulness —in this context —of data on firms’expectations

and on direct measures of firms’costs. Business surveys with questions about managers’proba-

bilistic beliefs on uncertain events are still quite rare. This information can be very helpful for the

identification of these models.

Nevertheless, as helpful as data on firms’ beliefs can be, it is rarely suffi cient to solve the

identification problem in this class of models. Information on beliefs is typically incomplete. It

does not cover the complete distribution of uncertain events conditional on state variables —not

to mention its evolution over time. In business surveys, firms may have incentives to conceal their

beliefs and do not report their truthful expectations. As we mention in section 3.3, standard
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scoring methods that are used in experimental economics to elicit truthful beliefs are very diffi cult

to implement when dealing with firms. In this context, access to data on firms’costs and profits

can be a useful complementary approach to obtain identification.
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